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About This Content

Okay, remember how a little while ago I was saying, "The soundtrack to Psychonauts is so good, you just have to buy it!" Well,
this is a little awkward to say, but I had the wrong soundtrack. This is the one I meant. Not the other one. I mean, that one is

fine, but THIS one is the really good one. You should buy this one. It has the music from the cutscenes of Psychonauts, without
all of those annoying words or sound effects. They've been remixed and re-mastered by Maestro McConnell for your

enjoyment. Don't tell the other soundtrack, but this soundtrack's my favorite. - Tim

Track Listing:

Coach's Welcome - (2:30)
Bobby Zilch & Sasha - (2:04)
The World Is A Better Place - (1:01)
March of the Psychonauts - (2:43)
Lili Kidnapped - (2:02)
Was That A Dream? - (2:36)
Top O' The Lungfish - (2:03)
Call Me Linda - (0:54)
Dr. Loboto's Evil Plans - ((2:11)
Ah, The Theater! - (2:09)
Rise Up, Milkman - (2:33)
My Patron - (1:27)
Beauty And The Bull - (0:57)
Love Found And Lost - (1:54)
End of the Asylum - (3:19)
The Fathers - (2:47)
Summer's End - (4:45)
Psychonauts Theme Medley (Remixed and Remastered) - (4:28)
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psychonauts original cinematic score

I'm the first reviewer, wow :))
Well, this is Psychonauts music, so if you liked the game and wanna get nostalgic then buy both soundtracks and just dwelve in.
Might aswell lay on your back and close your eyes for a good therapy session.
And hey, Tim, maybe Psychonauts 2 will have a NewGame+ mode, eh? And more than three save slots :D. Where shall i begin?
The soundtrack for this game is pure gold in all its glory. Every single piece of music made for this game fits in perfectly with
the levels and sounds amazing. Well done Double Fine. Very well done indeed.
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